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ABSTRACT

CONFLICTS – ‘INEVITABLE REALITY IN
TODAY’S COMPETITIVE BUSINESS

WORLD’
(A Case Study of Jet Airways (I) Limited)

Change and up gradation have become the buzz word in the

present world of business. Economy has changed from

closed to open to web economy, business has expanded from regional

to national to global and business organizations have altered from brick

and mortar to knowledge to virtual organization. Change is always

followed by resistance and resistance if not treated at the right time can

lead to conflicts. Every conflict is preceded by a situation of opposition

between the parties. Every conflict episode leaves an aftermath that

affects the course of succeeding episodes.

Conflicts can take place at multiple levels in an organizational

set up. When a person is confronted with incompatible roles or goals it

causes conflict within the individual. Difference of opinion among peers

often leads to conflict between individuals. Conflicts can also take shape

when an individual stands up against a particular group at workplace.

Conflicts between different functional units and departments are also

very common. Last level of conflict would be when two units of the

same industry fight with each other for a larger proportion of the same

market. Hence, conflict is ubiquitous in organizations and create a

situation of win-lose competition.

Intra-Organizational conflicts can have a detrimental effect on

the health of an organization and can dent the reputation and goodwill

to a great extent. The conflict that took place between Jet Airways

Pilots Association and its Management a few of years ago affected the

aviation market as well as the flyers. This paper aims at a critical

analysis of this conflict situation and suggests measures to avoid such

situations in future. Having worked in the Airline Industry for over a

decade, the researcher could bring an insider as well as a customer

oriented perspective to this conflict situation. Adopting the right methods

of conflict resolution can go a long way in protecting the interests of all

the stakeholders of an organization and can also steer the growth of

business in an upward direction.
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1.INTRODUCTION
“An organization is more stable if members have the

right to express their differences and solve their

conflicts within it”. Machiavelli

Conflicts are inevitable in the present day

competitive business environment. Limited resources and

unlimited wants results in conflicting situations. Conflicts

can take various forms in an organization as people with

diverse and varied cultural influences come together.

Conflicts if not treated at the right time, could become a

potential threat to the very existence of an organization. A

better understanding of the important areas of conflict

will help managers to use people in the organization more

effectively to reach the organization’s objectives.

The term ‘Conflict’ refers to any sort of

disagreement or a difference of opinion between two

parties. Conflict is a part of our social existence. We humans

are behaviorally different from each other and as we are

a part of the social system we ought to co-habit and co-

exist. ‘Agree to disagree’ is the principle that needs to be

followed to create a participative environment nurturing

creativity and innovative thinking. Conflict has both positive

as well as negative connotation. A conflict which results in

a positive impact on an employee’s and organization’s

performance is referred to as ‘Functional Conflict’. On the

other hand, a conflict which can tear the relationships

apart and thwart the achievement of organizational goals

is termed as a ‘Dysfunctional Conflict’.

Conflict can take place at various levels.

It can be within an individual when there is incompatibility

between his or her goals or events and is referred as

‘Intra-personal conflict’. When conflict takes place between

two individuals who don’t see eye to eye and are in

opposition of each other it is termed as ‘Inter-personal

conflict’. Conflicts also take place between two groups who

are sharing the limited sources or are working on a joint

project and are called as ‘Inter-group conflicts’.  Both Inter-

personal as well as Inter-group conflicts form part of

‘Intra-Organizational Conflict’. When the conflict goes

beyond the organizational boundaries and involves

competitors, suppliers or customers, it is termed as ‘Inter-

Organizational Conflict’.

At the outset, every manager line or staff has to

realize that conflicts are inevitable. They are a part and

parcel of every organization, the intensity may however

vary. The role of HR Manager becomes even more

important when the organization is faced with conflicts

and disputes. Robbins (1995) identifies three sources of

organizational conflict and indicates that an

understanding of the source of a conflict improves the

probability of effective conflict management. The main

factors which serve as sources of conflict are identified as

(1) communicational (conflicts arising from

misunderstandings etc.), (2) structural (conflicts related

to organizational roles), and (3) personal (conflicts

stemming from individual differences). Running away or

avoiding a conflict is surely not the solution; the manager

has to look at conflict resolution strategies and techniques.

Conflict resolution implies reduction, elimination, or

termination of conflicts. A large number of studies on

negotiation, bargaining, mediation, and arbitration fall into

the conflict resolution category. On the contrary conflict

management implies the prevalence of the desirability of

moderate conflicts and the recognition of both functional

and dysfunctional conflicts in the organizational context.

2.REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Sharma and Shukla (2015) through their study

have highlighted the relationship between a firm’s HR

orientation and value creation by companies. Aligning HR

policies with company strategy and its explicit

communication through disclosures reflects management

philosophy of governance and its endeavors towards value

creation.

Pandita and Bedarkar (2015) are of the opinion

that organizations and employees are both dependent on

each other to fulfill their goals and objectives. Hence,

organizations today should actively look forward to fulfill

employees’ expectations and thus create an impact on

the performance of employees which directly affects the

organization’s performance. The researchers’ further state

that employees are the key assets of any organization and

an effective employee engagement programme can help

the organization to attain success in the long run. Katuwal

(2011) states that conflicts or disputes are inbuilt

characteristics of any organization and cannot be

eliminated completely, but efforts can be made to manage

them and shape them as tools for adding a substantial

value to an organization. The researcher further states

that selection of an appropriate method of dispute

settlement depends on the behavior and choice of the

parties involved in the dispute. Mishra and Dhar (2002)

suggest that effective management and control of conflicts

leads to improvements in terms of quality, cost reduction,

leadership up-gradation, teamwork and efficiency in

operations.

Sodhi (2013) in his study on the trade unions

has concluded that in the pre-globalization period, the

role of trade union was limited to the economic welfare of

the employee but with the changing scenario, there has

been a gradual change in the nature of work and
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management as well as trade unions are trying to enter in

the collective bargaining agreements for the improvement

in the productivity of enterprises in India. Nair (1982) has

remarked that flexibility, broad minded approach of the

management, right attitude of trade unions and timely

government intervention are the factors which help in

maintaining a cordial employer-employee relationship.

Bhat and Swami (2015) state that policies need to be

formulated by the management personnel for minimizing

the strikes, lockouts and man days lost. Policy makers

should frame policies that will address the grievances of

the employees and a clear notification should be provided

to the employees and they should not be penalized for

creating indiscipline in the enterprise. Poulose (2014)

through his study of the public and private enterprises in

Kerala in the light of liberalization, privatization and

globalization states the presence of different types of

conflicts in these organizations which is influencing their

desired level of effectiveness and efficiency.

Srivastava (2015) identifies a correlation between

role conflict / ambiguity and performance of employees.

The researcher states that people with high role conflict

will have a lower performance as compared to people

with low role conflict. Employees with role ambiguity

display unfavorable attitudes in the workplace. Hence

minimum role ambiguity and role conflict can result in

positive employee attitude and improved performance.

Panigrahi (2014) is of the opinion that good employer –

employee relations can go a long way in solving internal

conflicts in an organization.

3.RESEARCH GAPS
The literature reviewed suggests that not much

has been studied or written on conflicts taking place in

private sector organizations. The Aviation sector which is

one of the fastest developing sectors has not been part of

any study relating to intra-organizational conflict. Conflicts

in an airline have far reaching implications on the service

provider, employees, government and most importantly

passengers. Hence, it becomes imperative to understand

the causes and consequences of conflicts occurring in the

organization so as to develop effective conflict resolution

and management strategies.

4.OBJECTIVES
This study is carried out with an objective of

understanding the complexity of intra-organizational

conflict from multiple view points. Being a highly price

sensitive sector, airlines strive hard to cut costs and

improve efficiency in operations. But disruptions from the

airline crew and personnel can become a potential

impediment in the successful growth of the airlines. Most

of the top airlines in the world have sometime or the

other experienced trouble from their workforce. Jet

Airways, the leader in Indian skies for over a decade has

been at the receiving end of staff related conflicts. This

paper throws light on the following aspects of this intra-

organizational conflict.

 To study the cases of employer – employee conflict

in the Aviation sector.

 To understand the sequence of events and

reasons behind the Jet Airways pilot –

management conflict.

 To identify the implications of these conflicts on

various stakeholders.

 To critically review the various conflict resolution

techniques followed by Jet Airways.
5.METHODOLOGY

In order to understand the concept of intra-

organizational conflict, literature related to Organizational

Behavior has been reviewed. Having been a part of the

Aviation industry for over a decade, the researcher has an

insider perspective into the human resource management

techniques prevalent in the said airline. A theoretical

framework has also been presented based on secondary

sources of information. Cases and instances of

management - employee conflict situations in various

domestic and international air carriers have been reviewed

and assessed to understand the underlying causes behind

these conflicts.  News reports of strikes and oppositions in

the airlines have been studied in detail to understand the

sequence of events in such conflicts.

6.ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Post liberalization the Indian aviation industry

has emerged as one of the most competitive industries in

the tertiary sector. This also had led to diverse job

opportunities in this sector. There was an increasing

demand for cabin crew, pilots, engineers, ground support

staff, trainers etc. By 2020 traffic at Indian airports is

expected to reach 450 million, making it the third-largest

aviation market in the world. Being a service driven sector,

in-flight crew (cockpit and cabin crew) occupies a distinct

position in the success of an airline. Over the past few

years, airlines across the world have reported incidents of

dissent by the employees. These objections when take the

form of strikes become extremely critical for an airline to

function effectively. Most airlines across the world are

under constant threat of opposition and strikes by the

airline personnel as they directly affect the bottom line of

the industry.
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6.1 Case History:-
Recipient of several business and leadership

awards, Naresh Goyal established Jet Airways (India)

Private Limited in 1991. It commenced commercial

operations on May 5, 1993. At that time, Jet Airways claimed

to be the only profitable privately owned airline in India.

Indeed, by 1997, five of the seven airlines that had been

launched since 1992 were grounded. Jet Airways was one

of the very few survivors. Over the next few years Jet Airways

established itself as a leading Indian player, becoming a

case study for In-flight excellence. The airline was incurring

losses since 2007 and aimed at switching over to leaner

business models. In an attempt to cost-optimize the

business operations, the airline took a drastic step of

employee layoffs and also reworked on its human Resource

policy. There was visible unrest amongst the employees

which took the form of strikes and agitations. In 2009, Jet

Airways, the country’s largest carrier by market value, along

with its low-fare unit Jet Lite (India) Ltd, had 1,300 pilots

flying a combined fleet of 107 aircraft and operating at

least 449 flights daily. The following are the sequence of

events that took place in this intra-organizational conflict:
 In July 2009, Jet Airways terminated the services

of two senior pilots Capt. Sam Thomas and Capt.
D Balaraman on grounds of forming a union
against the management. The National Aviators

Guild (NAG) which was the recently formed union
of airline pilots stood firm on their demand of
reinstating the two pilots and threatened to go

on an indefinite strikes if their demand was
unmet. The airline management and NAG could
not internally reconcile the conflict and the

matter was taken up by Labour Commissioner
(Central), under the Ministry of Labour and
Employment for Conciliation.

 Without awaiting the conciliation meeting on 14th

Sept ‘09, the NAG took a drastic step on 7th Sept
‘09 when three hundred sixty three (363) pilots
went on ‘sick leave’ and as a result of which one

hundred eighty four flights (184) were cancelled
through the day and this left 13,000 passengers
grounded. The airline management sent doctors

to the houses of most pilots to help establish
that the “mass sick leave” was actually a planned
strike and that it was illegal. The government

too intervened by quoting that air transport being
a public utility service, the pilots could be booked
under violation of Essential Management

Services Act (ESMA). The Mumbai High Court on
the appeal of the airline management ruled the

      decision against the pilots. The airline’s chief
Naresh Goyal remarked, “What the pilots have

done is illegal. Pilots are holding the airline and
country to ransom. The two sacked pilots were
misleading the others.”

 As the strike entered its second day, 72 more

pilots reported sick for duty causing cancellation
of 246 flights. Looking at the seriousness of the
issue Jet Airways chief Naresh Goyal sought help

from Union Civil Aviation Minister Praful Patel
but the government was hesitant in intervening
and taking sides as it owns an airline too (Air

India) and has similar problems. The airline
management was willing to negotiate on the
condition that 432 pilots on strike have to return

to work and also warned the pilots that to
continue operations they will not hesitate to hire
expatriate or retired pilots to replace current

staff, if matters become worse.
 On the third day of the strike, 200 flights were

cancelled affecting thousands of passengers.

This caught the attention of the then Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh who was concerned
about the welfare of air travelers. The pilots

seemed unconcerned and backed out of the
conciliation meeting with the Labour
Commissioner. The pilot union (NAG) appealed

in the Madras High Court to stop Jet Airways
from hiring foreign pilots, something the
management had outlined as a back-up plan for

the nearly 400 pilots who had called in sick. The
airline’s ground staff appealed publicly to the
pilots to get back to work but the pilot’s union

stuck to their ways.
 The competitors saw this strike as an opportunity

and hiked air fares on all sectors. A Mumbai -

Delhi flight ticket went up by two thousand
rupees. Taking note of this the Director General
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) stepped in and ordered

airlines not to hike fares and stick to previous
week’s fares. Mr. Naresh Goyal was getting
desperate by the day as the losses were

mounting and tried to meet virtually anybody
who could help break the deadlock. From the
Aviation Secretary to the Aviation Minister to the

Union Home Secretary, and even Congress MP
Sanjay Nirupam who was supporting the voice
of the pilots.

 The fourth day of the strike brought as many as
246 Jet Airways flights to ground and the
government instructed other airlines to increase
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        their flights so that passengers have alternatives
to cancelled Jet flights. The management – pilot’s

marathon nine-hour talks before Chief Labour
Commissioner resulted in the airline
management willing to reinstate the four sacked

pilots but it wanted the newly-founded pilots
union (NAG) Guild to be disbanded. The pilots
were unwilling to dissolve the union but their

presence at the conciliation meeting was a
positive sign.

 The Jet impasse ended a little before midnight

on 12th Sept ’09, after five days of chaos,
protracted negotiations, demands and counter-
demands. The striking pilots agreed to form a

coordination committee which is likely to replace
the Jet pilots’ union. The airline management
agreed to reinstate the sacked pilots.

Representing the pilots, Capt. Girish Kaushik
remarked, “An amicable settlement has been
reached. It was like a misunderstanding in a

family.” In a statement issued to the press, Jet
Airways chairman Naresh Goyal apologized to
the customers who were inconvenienced and

expressed gratitude to other airlines that helped
take the load of passengers and government
agencies and ministries that helped resolve the

matter.

6.2 Similar Cases of Conflict in the
Aviation sector:-
May 2015 - * Pay strikes halt flights at Libya’s three

main airports. The strike by ground staff is on the ground

that they have not been paid for two months.  * The Greek

Federation of Civil Aviation Authority Unions (OSYPA),

which does not include air-traffic controllers, called a 48-

hour strike causing disruption for travelers.

July 2015 – * Alitalia pilots and flight attendants staged

a one-day strike after the flagship airline refused to sign

an agreement promising to maintain staff levels. * More

than 2,000 workers at the British based budget airline

Easy Jet went on a strike over salary issues. * The Danish

unions went on a strike against the Irish low cost carrier

Ryan Air. The strike received support of the Swedish unions

and forced the airline to shut base at Copenhagen.

August 2015 - * Isreal’s Ben Gurion Airport came to a

standstill as a result of a two day strike by Israel Airports

Authority workers committee in protest of possible layoffs.

* Portugal’s Airport ground handling company

‘Groundforce’ called for a two day strike affecting services

to over 150 airline companies at the airports in Lisbon,

Porto, Funchal and Porto Santo. * Flight attendants of the

Czech national carrier CSA will go on a three-day strike
over low pay. The airline management has termed the
strike as illegal. * IBERIA baggage handlers at Malaga-
Costa del Sol Airport went on strike complaining about
the ineffective roster management of employees on sick
leave. * The Greek Air Traffic Controllers Association
(GATCA) announced a 4hour premonitory strike expecting
from the government the initiation of the legal process
for the creation of an independent and sustainable Air
Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) in accordance with the
provisions of the relevant EU legislation and best practices.
September 2015 – * The pilots of Germany’s largest
airline Lufthansa went on their 13th strike in past 18 months
resulting in the cancellation of over 1000 flights and
affecting over 1,40,000 air travelers. The main striking
issues have been over raising the age at which Lufthansa
pilots can take early retirement and creating new pay
grades for workers in the group’s low-cost branches such
as Germanwings. * The union leaders from Romania’s Air
Traffic Services Administration – ROMATSA have decided
to go on a strike in lieu of issues concerning flight and
passenger safety. * Spanish airport handlers have called
a strike targeting top tourist hotspots in the country. Three
unions representing the workers have announced four
stoppages starting 4th Sept ’15 affecting flights at Madrid,
Barcelona, Alicante, Malaga and Majorca’s Palma airport.
*The Pakistan Airline Pilots’ Association (PALPA) is
considering going on a strike if the management of the
national airline continues to implement its plan of putting
pilots on contract basis. * State-run Air India Ltd may see
turbulence ahead as one of its pilot unions Indian
Commercial Pilots’ Association (ICPA) is all set to roll out a
secret ballot, on whether to declare a strike at India’s
oldest airline.
6.3 Case Analysis & Critical Review:-

The above mentioned case of strikes by airline
employees establishes the fact there is widespread unrest
among the employees. The employee unrest appears a

universal phenomenon across both domestic as well as
International carriers. This case of conflict between Jet
Airways management and a certain section of employees

of brings the following issues to light:
1. Did the airline management have no prior

information about this strike? If yes, then it

reflects on a very poor employee grievance
mechanism in the organization.

2. If the management was aware of the discord

involving pilots, why was there no preventive
action taken by management?

3. Being a customer centric sector, why was the

interest of customers compromised both by the
pilots as well as the management?

Savita Shastri
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4. Who has to be held accountable for causing
inconvenience to passengers and a loss of
revenue of almost Rs 100 Crore to the company?

5. Even after risking their career, did the striking
pilots get what they wanted – Trade Union? Then
was this adamant and irresponsible behavior
worth it?
Jet Airways has ruled over Indian skies owing to

its exemplary customer service and on time performance.

This internal conflict between the pilots and the

management brought out serious issues related to human

resource management in the organization. Jet Airways has

followed an autocratic style of decision making, the

chairman being the sole authority. In a dynamic and fast

changing corporate environment, there has to be a more

organic and employee friendly organization structure. The

In-flight crew (cockpit and cabin crew) have always been

well looked after by the airline in terms of salary and

other privileges. But is that sufficient from an employee

point of view? The employees need a platform through

which they can voice out their concerns and the demand

of forming a union was one such platform. If the airline

had created a friendly and supportive Employee Grievance

mechanism, this demand wouldn’t have risen and hence

the conflict could have been avoided.
Handling the conflict in its initial stages is

relatively easy but in this case, the ego of both the parties

stood as a barrier and made matters worse. Both the pilots

and management stood firm on their grounds and became

completely insensitive towards fellow employees, customers

and the reputation of the airline. Resolution of a conflict

requires a well thought strategy and a mediator. In this

case, the strategy was missing and the role of a mediator

was ineffective. The Labour Commissioner did hold

Conciliation meetings but they did not bear the desired

result.

The stakeholder’s participation and involvement

in resolving the issue was lacking. The other private air

carriers who could face similar problems in future stayed

away from taking a stand on the issue. The Government

showed concern but did not play active part in resolving

the deadlock. The resolution of the conflict should result

in a ‘win-win situation’. But in this case either party did

not gain anything out of this conflicting situation.  The

airline had to take the sacked pilots back and the pilots’

demand of forming a union was rejected. So it ended in

more of a ‘lose-lose situation’ for both the parties. And to

top it all thousands of passengers were affected, man

days were lost, productivity suffered, revenues lost, image

was tarnished and the bottom-line took a beating. All this

could have been avoided, if the airline management had a

conflict avoidance and resolution plan in place. Regular

meetings and discussions go a long way in avoiding

employee management conflicts. Employee engagement

programs also create a favorable work environment. In a

conflict situation, the management should adopt an open,

receptive and proactive approach to minimize the negative

effects of a conflict and work towards an amicable solution.

7.IMPLICATIONS / SUGGESTIONS
Conflict, while often avoided, is not necessarily

bad always. In fact, conflict can be good for organizations

because it encourages open-mindedness and helps avoid

the tendency toward group think that many organizations

fall prey to. The key is learning how to manage conflict

effectively so that it can serve as a catalyst, rather than a

hindrance, to organizational improvement. Organizational

conflict usually leads to a series of questions for those on

both sides of any issues. Those questions can lead to new

ideas and breakthroughs in thinking that can benefit

individuals, departments and organizations. W h e n

there is no conflict, nothing changes. There is no need to

question or challenge the status quo. Conflict represents

an opportunity to reconsider, which can lead to

breakthrough thinking. Learning to listen and listening to

learn leads to insights valued by both sides in any conflict

situation. Organizations that avoid conflict avoid change.

Avoiding change is futile and can lead to the demise of

even successful organizations. Companies that encourage

staff to approach conflict in positive and productive ways

can beat the stagnation that opens the doors to

competitors and challenges the ability to continue to

provide customers with new and innovation solutions to

meet their needs.

8.LIMITATIONS
The study has been conducted using secondary

sources of information like news reports, press release

and statements; hence the authencity is solely dependent

on the credibility of the source of information. There is

dearth of research data on organizational conflicts in the

aviation sector which limits the analysis of similar conflicts

in other airlines. The researcher has worked in the said

airline for over a decade as part of the in-flight crew which

could bring in an element of bias.

9.CONCLUSION
Conflicts are inevitable and sometimes

unavoidable in this present competitive and challenging

environment. However, if proper analysis and evaluation

of the causes behind these conflicts is understood, then it

can go a long way in not only resolving but also avoiding

similar conflict situations in future. Aviation Industry has

always scored high on customer centricity and sensitivity
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hence, an internal conflict could have long lasting

repercussions on the customer perception and

preference. The organizations need to develop an

Interactionist view towards conflict management and

accept conflict as a natural growth process and instill a

culture which believes in strengthening employee –

employer relationships. This approach would take the

organization to great heights and make it more efficient

and productive.
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